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The color of the soil is usually the first characteristic mentioned in any soil description, not only by pedologists but by laymen also. Yet, although much has been said regarding soil color, like the weather, little has been done about it. Soil color designations are.still very indefinite in meaning and application although the color terms are often very misleadingly specific. Just what color is a "light yellowish brown with a gray shade" and how does it differ from a "pale grayish yellowish brown"? The former sample had a color composition of 54 Black, 10 White, 26 Yellow, 10 Red, while the two soils with the latter color designations (mapped by the same men, in the same area) had compositions of 54B, 101, 26Y, 10R, and 59B, 10W, g£Y, 9R. Was there not an undue effort made to distinguish colors of soils that were practically identical? The same party designated as "light brown" two soils having the color composition of 55B, 12W, EOY, 13R, and 64B, 8W, 15Y, 1SR. Is it not evident that the soil color designations are too specific and that they are not consistently applied? Bushnell has strikingly illustrated the differences in soil vocabulary and color consciousness of a group of students and faculty who had a limited number of soil samples before them. How much less probable to have agreement on color designations among a group, or even with one's self, when judgment must be based on memory alone without any standards or analyses for comparison! In the establishment of standards for soil colors Hutton and Rice were pioneers who have been followed by a few other hardy or rash explorers who are willing to problems of establishing standards f color designations, and if possible, the number of color terms that are u Shaw has presented two papers that d this problem, and the International of Soil Science has set up a committ mission I to study and report upon s Using the disc color analyzer develo Hutton and Rice and modified by Shaw standard Munsell discs-Neutral 1 Bl tral 9 White, Yellow 8/8, and Red 4/9 color measurements are being made in Siam, Tanganyika, Transvaal, and in laboratories in the United States, w ably others studying the same proble have not yet reported to the committ The present status of the pr soil colors is not unlike that of so tures a few decades ago, and its sol follow along similar lines. As mecha analysis of thousands of samples ser establish the standards and limits o tion within soil textural grades, so equally numerous color measurements establish soil color standards.
On the basis of the several h measurements that have been made in oratories in California, I present t panying diagrams showing the range i sition of several color designations: brown, Grayish brown, Brown, Reddish Brownish red; Dark, gray and Black (u stated as "dark gray to black). In these color groups there is considera variation in the amounts of black, w yellow, and red, but there are also standing uniformities in some compon
•'•University of California, Berkeley, California. Note: After this paper was prepared we received a copy of the new Soil Survey Manual by Dr. Char Kellogg, Soil Survey Division, Bureau of Chemistry and Soils (U. S. Dept. Agr. Misc. Publ. 274) which 85 gives a table of "Several soil colors and their values according to the Munsell System." The anal given in this table do not agree with those I am offering in Table 1 , although with some of the colo the differences are not great.
The color terms indicated as approved by Dr. Kellogg include those I have given and add also "pi purplish, bluish, and olive" as modifying color terms, together with "dull and bright" as further pos modifiers. The publication of this Manual emphasizes the need for agreement among soil scientists o
